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(&)
Ladies, gentlemen, everyone outside, inside, flipside, upside,
downside, and in between: Bruce is back.
He brings poems and photos, fictions and non-. We would
call it the usual fare, but then again Bruce is anything but
ordinary, mundane, humdrum or ho-hum. Bruce don’t run of
the mill, he ain’t got no truck with whoever or wherefore, and
he surely don’t get doggone hung-up on the nitpicky
machinations of a world gone stark mad for bad art. Bruce
would rather go stark naked. He only likes the good shit, ya
hear?
Nude Bruce Review, Issue 7, has got the good shit. We the
editors welcome you to dig it and dig it good. In addition to
the verse and the prose, Issue 7 features the photographical
street-stylings of light-artist Mark Wyatt. Check him out at
mwwyatt.wordpress.com. The cover of Issue 7 was
illustrimicated by the O.G. Jason Flack, who birthed Bruce a
few years back in a bona fide fit of gist. He’s one of them Jeb
Kennedy guttersnipes, but we’re GD thankful for the NBRthemed merry-go-round they put us on every time they put us
up. As for y’all. Enjoy. We love you, and so does Bruce.
The editors,
Andrew A. Mobbs
Timothy Snediker
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Billboards fold by force of wind
by Dennis Andrew S. Aguinaldo

We began
with a simple, but powerful idea.
Design
and build
a pair of lips with such style
luxury, and
capability
that it would exude
an unprecedented presence.
It’s not a face
change
it’s a time change. When
we finished
that presence to the test. In
the world’s busiest, brightest
fastest environments.
parked the pair

We simply
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of lips and let
the cameras roll.
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The Practicals
by Dennis Andrew S. Aguinaldo

Upon failing to submit his name
Up college to die. Item 1: Enzyme,
The given catalyst, land as this
Thick with a tongue for blood.
Had this been the mountain color all along,
Cologne smoking from the heat of the face?
Item 2: Nitrate,
The midnight dagger
Fills a hand with hollow bones. The schoolyard
Dragging the town
Toward both fly and fruit. He
Wanted the world fed, wanted food off its to-do; we
Who are one hunger after another,
Who are in this together
Who can’t trust ourselves to be alone with coal.
Item 3: Soil, the indignation
Of cattle and moth wings,
Of candles and news vans.
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White the dress
Code by which today
Shall Morse tomorrow,
The city’s been at it, sending messages––
the city! (item 4)––
Asking us to take cover.
Soliciting from the margins of the log.
5 & 6: Supply, the demand.
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Arrival
by David Spicer

Two hardhats arrive at quarter to seven.
One, blasé, trudges out of the Volkswagen.
Opens the trunk, retrieves two lunch
pails full of fruit and chicken.
Orders the other worker,
Hurry up, these dicks are real dicks.
The sidekick opens the door, mocks,
Don’t do as I do, do as I say.
They chuckle, unlike the men
who glare when they strut by,
hair past shoulder blades,
blue-jeaned butts wiggling in the wind.
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Isn’t She Beautiful?
by David Spicer

What are you afraid of? That
a Mormon will salute you and tongue
your earlobes? A hypocrite
egghead will make you shiver
and scowl as you pinch, slap,
and stroke yourself when you orgasm
at the taste of a guacamole-tangerine
cake? Me, I adore a woman named
Rose Elaine who bore twenty pairs
of shoulders before she gripped
the bedpost and realized fertility
was a neon puddle in the fireworks
of pain that exploded into children.
She named her last lovely Never Again
and now she’s a country and western
singer: she sips cocoa, wears a starched
yellow cotton miniskirt and baby blue
rhinestone blouse just before the brocade
curtains open: her huge family doesn’t
begrudge her fame, and they snort-laugh
and beam as their blonde heroine’s
eyes rain when she warbles, Your Eyes
Are My Heartache and If You Cheat
on Me, Just Fly Through the Windshield.
What are you afraid of? you ask. Well,
look at Rose Elaine. Isn’t she beautiful?
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Flesh Fiction
by Dick Bentley

The National Conference on Self Esteem is having its
annual convention at the Des Moines Civic Center. I see a
woman who looks almost exactly like an older version of
Nora, my first great, deep love. I was seventeen, and back
then we sometimes referred to kissing as “making out” or
“petting” or “necking.” Nora and I must have been necking
because one time I bit her neck --- an enthusiastic accident. I
apologized, but I did not see much of her again.
Now the woman at the conference has my attention. I
stare at her as we circle the salad bar. My eyes follow her as
she climbs the steps to the hotel’s mezzanine. I think she is
beginning to notice how I gape, how I gaze, how I watch her
wherever she goes. Embarrassed, I ask a friend from my
Breakout Group to speak to the woman and explain, feeling I
should keep my distance.
The two women become good friends. The woman,
whose name is Laura, says she understands. Then the three of
us become friends as we attend panel discussions, powerpoint presentations, and breakout sessions. Laura sweetly
forgives me for staring at her all the time.
The conference is over; it’s time to leave. We stand in
front of the busses, waving goodbye. Some of us are hugging,
and I can’t decide whether to kiss Laura on the cheek or on
the lips. I decide the cheek, but that side of her face seems to
be strangely paralyzed. Maybe it’s just due to aging but then,
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as my lips brush her cheek, I notice her neck, I notice the
scar.
She starts to step onto the bus. Then she turns, leans
over and says she thought she knew me from somewhere
before.
“But you weren’t that creep, thank God.”
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Naked and Alive
by Heidi Hemmer

Burgundy peeks out
like a glass of wine
after a hard days work. Trees
turn, no longer burdened with
heavy loads, stand with
exposed souls, waiting
for first frost to take the edge off.
With bare branches,
they
live.
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The Ghost of the Dead People Who
Died This Year in Hollywood
by R. Riekki

It roams around
from tourist to tourist
wanting to be recognized,
but the dead
only look dead,
their faces
as cold
as Russia
and the tourists
are busy
with the lust
of living,
their children
tugging their arms
to go in directions
as boring
as wells.
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India, 1980 © Mark Wyatt
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Spain, 2016 © Mark Wyatt
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Politic
by Robert Beveridge

It is best to nod
and smile as your best friend
makes love to someone else
on your kitchen table.
Only later do you notice
the musky flavor
to the pasta sauce.
She'll pay for this,
you think, reflect
on the appropriate retribution
for multiple orgasms.
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Birsay
by Robert Beveridge

I stand before you now a master at the art of self-mutilation
my lips burned away my eyes
in a jar for you to keep in your back pocket
and on the kitchen table
all the pieces with which you identify me
now after all this time I am finally weightless
we stand on the beach
Roman candles flare as stars fade
the moon on the ocean looks like a pathway into the depths
of your affection
and I do not hesitate
to traverse it
my Roman candle sinks
into the depths of the Atlantic
shoots balls of your love at hungry fish
who are sated by them
a fish like Christ walks beside me
and we find ourselves
at ocean's edge
but your affections have faded from sight
I am tired
from this constitutional
and I lie down, forget
that the moon must sink
22

Calcutta, 1980 © Mark Wyatt
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I Love You, Don't Touch Me
by Jen Corrigan

When I was a teenager, I wanted to swallow my
boyfriend with my fingers. I wanted to fold him into myself,
compressing him, until the lines and boundaries between our
bodies evaporated. While sitting together on the mildewclaimed couch, watching TV and waiting for the chicken
nuggets in the oven to cook to a sizzly orange, I'd run my
hands up and down his legs, over the crest of his belly,
through his hair. I exulted in the way the pads of my fingers
would seem to thrum and hum and vibrate over his atoms.
My boyfriend would grab my hands and pin them down with
his own, snarling, “Just put your hand on my leg and leave it.”
Being awful and petty, as was my right as a young person, I'd
let my eyes well up hot with tears and then bury my face into
his flabby side, leaving mascara marks on his anime t-shirt
that strained to cover his middle, too-little fabric charged with
containing too-much person.
I harassed my boyfriend with touch, because there was a
safety in touching him, a safety that didn't necessarily exist
with other people. Expectations and limitations were known
when we pressed our bodies together. Even though he was
deemed “okay,” I struggled with touching other people, and
in this fear, I began to transition out of the phase of really
enjoying it with anybody. I can't quite pinpoint when
affection and intimacy became unbearable, when my body
became accustomed to boundaries and when I developed a
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sort of hindsight sympathy for my high school boyfriend;
maybe it was a consequence of growing up, becoming
content with myself, my skin, my hair, my body, my brain, my
innards. I was my own, finally. I had my own cells, and I
found I did not crave the constant reassurance of another
physical being, was no longer preoccupied with the fusion of
my body with someone else's. I had outgrown the need for a
constant motherly surrogate in my life, no longer needed to
be held close in an embrace to satiate the residual semiotic
pull of the womb.
As an adult, touching, in romantic as well as platonic
and familial relationships, is harder when it involves a man.
Being embraced and hugged and kissed by women, while not
always necessarily enjoyed, is more bearable than touching
men. In The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir discusses this
common response many girls experience just before the start
of puberty, a response in which the girl begins to consciously
understand the expectations for her self and her body,
expectations that center around her as representation of the
sign Woman as opposed to existing for the authentic self.
Beauvoir writes, “In a more or less acute way, men inspire
terror in her. She begins to feel a certain disgust for her father
. . . even if she continues to cherish him, this physical
revulsion is frequent” (335); additionally, Beauvoir cites that
the girl also develops an obsessive fear of rape and, in a more
abstract way, the annihilation of her own personal
boundaries, the penetration of her own self in
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accommodation of another. The girl, in understanding that
her destiny is to be given up to Man, begins to feel an
obsessive sense of protection over her own body. She hopes
that, in protecting and preserving her flesh, she may
successfully escape the fate she has been dealt ever since
being born with female anatomy. When I was a child, I was
certain that I was the only girl my age who inexplicably
cringed and winced at the otherwise innocent touch of adult
men; it is only in retrospect that I am beginning to
understand the contradictions of my younger self, wanting to
be loved but with my body visibly marked as my own.
With the exception of a couple well-remembered
instances, I had succeeded in navigating my childhood
without being handled, in a weird way, by men and boys. But
even without any sort of sexually traumatic childhood
memories, I still found myself terrified as a young girl, at first
just occasionally and then consistently and pervasively, of
both receiving and initiating touch with men; no matter how
platonic or innocent, I did not want my skin, my nerves, to
come in contact with theirs, to respond to the stimulation of
our organic bodies existing together in limited space. I
remember watching Star Wars with my mother's boyfriend,
and, disgusted at the idea of lying next to him on the spacious
couch, I opted for perching on the back, lying stiff and
perfectly still so as to not tumble into the space between the
couch and the wall. Horribly uncomfortable for the six hours,
we watched the original trilogy. I felt guilty and confused by
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my bizarre and unwarranted terror, and I felt even guiltier at
making my mother's boyfriend, a man who loved both my
mother and her children, feel feared and unloved. However,
the guilt, nearly unbearable, was still preferable to letting our
bodies touch.
I still maintained this sort of discomfort around men as
an adult, albeit it was more negotiable and less acute; touch
had a time and a place, and most male friends and lovers
responded in accordance to my need for space once I had
reached my threshold for physical contact. My desire to not
be touched wasn't a problem until a man made it into one. A
couple years out of college, I dated Morgan, objectively
attractive and outwardly pleasant, with a face like Robert
Pattinson's but with more alertness in the eyes. We met when
we were both dancing at a gay nightclub I had frequented
often when I was in college; in an attempt to harness my
fading sense of youth and fun, I had made a special trip there
to go dancing with a friend. As with most gay clubs, this one
became the place to meet straight men, whether or not you
really wanted to; the men started going there to corner the
women who were so desperately trying to escape into the
safety of a community where nobody would try to fuck them.
The difference between Morgan and I was that he was
having fun, still in college, surrounded by a bunch of hip,
young friends wearing T-shirts with snazzy sayings printed
across the front. In contrast, my dancing was more a kind of
swaying back and forth, my phone clutched in my hand so I
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could furtively check the time. At midnight, I was going to
put my foot down, and ask my friend to take me home. I had
already asked at eleven and been shot down.
“We just got here,” my friend shouted over the
thumping Madonna-dubstep remix, a Frankenstein mash-up
which was probably equally offensive to both Madonna and
the dubstep genre. “Things don't really pick up until one or
so.” She caught the eye of an acquaintance and waved hello
to him over my shoulder.
“Things don't pick up until an hour before bar close?
That's ridiculous. I'm not staying until one, and neither are
you. Look, you're not even having fun!” I mimicked the
disinterested way she rocked her hips back and forth, her
head down, face illuminated by the icy glow of Facebook on
her phone.
“Yes, I am!” she protested. “That's just what you do,
pretend to be bored and available until a guy comes up to
dance with you.”
“Well, since I'm really, genuinely bored, I'll probably end
up with two men,” I said. I really wasn't even looking for one
man. Leaving the club with two men instead of one would be
like leaving a shitty birthday party with two unwanted gift
bags, just twice the amount of junk to get rid of once the
luster had worn off.
I didn't end up with two, just Morgan. At the time, he
was visually an interesting distraction from how much I
wanted to leave. My gaze was drawn unbidden to the way his
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blue eyes glowed through the artificial fog and how the gold
in his hair caught the stray lights. And the way he danced:
aggressive, vigorous, thrashing about in space and time like
some sort of injured, masculine beast, oozing a power that
the club could barely contain. He punched the air, up and
down, swiveling his shoulders in their sockets, a mad man
caught up in his own body and his pulsating virility. His
dancing was really, truly, awful.
We ended up dancing next to each other, and then he
had his hand on my waist. I was detached, floating above the
whole scene, wriggling back and forth to the undanceable
rhythm, scrabbling to find and obtain a sense of joy in it all. I
only vaguely felt his hand, a touch that was acceptable within
the context of the environment. It was expected, and it was
allowed. When my friend finally grew bored of her own
bored pretext, Morgan and I exchanged numbers, and I left.
Casual weekend sex gave way to him wanting more, and
it was easier to give into the needling than to keep coming up
with excuses; perhaps on some level I was interested in a
relationship as well, and perhaps it's uncomfortable to admit
that. However, the regret of developing a relationship was
almost instantaneous; now that we were “together” Morgan
took that as permission to touch me all the time. While
watching a movie, going out to dinner (for which I always
paid), his hand was always somewhere on my body: on my
thigh, in my hair, on my shoulder, pressed moistly against my
neck. When we'd meet up with friends at events and parties,
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they'd often throw me questioning looks when Morgan would
interrupt me to kiss me on the mouth or pull me into an
embrace, leaving his arm there dangling off my shoulder like
a semi-deflated pool toy. I'd look back with empty, dumb
eyes, feeling stupid and ashamed and uncomfortable. Weak.
One day, while sitting together on his bed talking, he
reached over and placed one arm around my shoulders and
his other hand on my knee, his palm sweaty and warm. I
cringed and leaned away.
“Could you please stop doing that?” I asked.
“Stop doing what?” he replied.
“This.” I pointed to his arm lying heavy on my shoulder
and then gestured to his hand on my knee, his fingers tracing
an annoying circle on the fabric of my jeans. “I don't like it
when you touch me all the time.”
“Why not?” he asked. His thick eyebrows knit
themselves angrily together. My own eyebrows followed suit.
I was pissed that I was expected to present a reason for
wanting my own body left alone.
“It makes me uncomfortable. I'm not a touchy-feely
person. I like to have my space.” I tried to say this as neutrally
as possible, as if I was commenting on something as
inoffensive and unconfrontational as the weather. Young and
still caught in the mindset of being “nice,” a leftover
expectation from girlhood, I was in the habit of placing men's
feelings over my own: Preserve the Ego.
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“You didn't seem to have a problem with me touching
you the very first time we met,” he said, accusatory.
“That's because we were dancing.” I had to resist the
urge to put finger quotes around dancing. “It's different. I
don't like being constantly touched when there's no reason
for it.”
“It's because you've built walls around yourself,”
Morgan said, turning the blame onto me where he thought it
belonged. “You might not like it right now, but it's my way of
showing affection. I touch you a lot, because I love you.”
At the time, I knew that wasn't a fair statement, but I
couldn't articulate why. Looking back, I know that it was not
about love or affection or intimacy at all; it was about control
and power, the assertion of his dominance over my request
for basic respect. By constantly having his hands on my body,
Morgan designated it, to me and to anyone around, as his.
When he interrupted me to plant a kiss on my mouth, it was
not a matter of Morgan being so overwhelmed with love he
couldn't stand it; it was entitlement, the pervasive idea that his
possession of my body was more important than my ideas,
my wants, my needs as an autonomous human being.
After we talked, if you can call it that, Morgan was a bit
better. He'd still touch me unnecessarily and much more than
I would have liked him to, but to a much lesser extent. And
when his hand lingered too long or too heavy, and when he
saw the pointed look I gave him, he'd often remove his hand
and mutter a bitter “Sorry” that meant he wasn't sorry at all.
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Still, I took what I could get and tried to convince myself it
was progress.
When the holidays threatened to roll around, Grandma
called me to ask if I was going to invite Morgan for
Christmas.
“I don't really want to,” I replied. “But he invited me to
his family's Christmas, so I suppose I should.”
Yes, Grandma agreed, I probably should, in the interest
of our fake Midwestern politeness.
In preparation for the day, I sat down with Morgan and
began to lay down some ground rules, dodging the kisses he
aimed at my mouth, my cheeks, my forehead, my neck, like
tiny irritating bullets that left a damp itchiness wherever they
landed.
“I'm inviting you on the condition that you don't spend
all afternoon groping me,” I said. “My dad will be there, and
he won't like seeing a guy hugging and kissing and rubbing his
daughter. Okay?”
In reality, my dad probably couldn't care less. To the
point of being distant, he's always indicated that I am my own
person. I'm not his object to protect, and our relationship is
determinedly un-Freudian. However, I was betting on the
idea that Morgan would respect another man's desires over
my own. In a bar, when a woman gets hit on by someone
she's repulsed by, the man is most likely to respond more
pleasantly to “I have a boyfriend” than “I'm not interested.”
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The invisible, absent man holds more weight than the present
woman who exists solely as an object up for grabs.
Morgan frowned, his picturesque face marred by my
assault on his perceived rights to my body.
“So what if he doesn't like it?” he snapped. “You're my
girlfriend.” His face softened for a moment, and he looked at
me, his blue eyes wide and shallow as half-drained swimming
pools. “You love me, right?”
“Yes, of course I do,” I lied.
He smiled a lopsided, canine sort of grin that he thought
was roguishly charming. He once admitted he practiced it in
the mirror.
“I love you, too.”
Despite Morgan's huffy protests about me being his, my
plan seemed to work, and Morgan kept an appropriate
physical distance from me during my family's Christmas.
As the winter progressed, there were many things that I
grew to dislike about Morgan, most of which related in some
way to the touching problem, and I found myself coming up
with excuses so as to not spend time with him: bad weather,
stomachache, too tired, family issues, general suicidal episode.
I considered telling him I was diagnosed with epilepsy and
could no longer drive up and see him. When I did visit
Morgan, I would spend the whole time staring at the clock,
ready to come up with a reason to leave as soon as I had
spent an appropriate amount of time with him. “Well, that
was fun,” I'd say, crawling out of bed and immediately pulling
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on my clothes. “Oh, jeepers, look at the time. I really have to
run.” It was not subtle, but Morgan never seemed to pick up
on the distance growing between us, and his obliviousness
just reinforced my decision to hate him.
We broke up the night before Valentine's Day, via text,
at his prompting, which I highly suspect had to do with him
not wanting to get me a present; he didn't have a lot of
money, opting to spend his free time playing videogames
rather than working a part-time job. Regardless, it was the
best Valentine's Day present I could ask for. Although we did
the stupid on-again, off-again thing for a couple weeks
afterward, the separation period had been initiated, the
subject finally breached, allowing for the real break to come
swiftly and finally.
I felt a delirious sort of joy and an intoxicating relief
when that text rumbled through my phone. I lay on the
couch with my book open in front of me, luxuriating in the
loveliness of my own self. I reveled in the boundaries of my
own skin, my own cells. I let myself lay heavy and inert, the
curves of my body pressing deep into the frothy cushions as
the moonlight glowed blue off the snow outside my window.
Texts Referenced
de Beauvior, Simone. The Second Sex. Trans. Constance Borde
and Sheila Malovany-Chevallier. New York: Vintage,
2011. Print.
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Mexico, 2016 © Mark Wyatt
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Jerusalem, 1980 © Mark Wyatt
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The Gang’s All Here
by Andrea Janov

Distorted Operation Ivy crackles
through the café speakers :
murmur of
separate conversations
charges the room.
Kids with
multi-colored mohwaks spiked
with glue who wear hoodies plastered
with fraying patches and dented pins
crowd around
chessboard topped tables
as they wait for Bedford to play.
We sit
on the hand-me-down
thrift store couch. A pile of zines
sprawled between us –
screen printed covers :
photocopied pages : awkwardly stapled spines.
Filled with cut and paste artwork : 7” demo reviews:
interviews with local bands.
You know, we could do this, Mandy says.
In our zine we should have funny lists… I say.
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Yeah like, Show Faux Pas.
Mandy points to
kid in a Bedford shirt
the creases still crisp.
Number one : don’t buy a T-shirt at a show
then put it on over the shirt you are wearing.
Or we can have a Pick Your Clique thing.
Yeah, like you know you’re a crust punk if…
… your best friend painted the logo
on the back of your leather jacket.
You know you’re a skater if…
… you only wear skate company
and metal band T-shirts.
Dave sits on the coffee table
our knees almost touch,
his thumbs poke through the holes
in sleeves of his Thrasher shirt.
We watch,
a slew of punks –
crust punks : pop punks :
scene queens : skaters :
rude grrls : all a mess
of matted hair and damp faces
fresh from the pit,
walk through the door of the café.
You’re a hardcore kid if…
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your New Balance
match your straight edge varsity jacket.
You’re a ska kid if…
you can play checkers
on more than half of your clothes.
I lean back on the couch,
pull the sleeves of my hoodie over my hands,
curl my legs underneath me.
The coffee table is cluttered
with empty bottles of root beer
and sticky milkshake glasses,
zines strewn all around, our coats fallen
to the floor.
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Democracy’s A Damned Nuisance
by Craig Kurtz

“For Thou shalt was from of the old condition of man’s being,
and his weal and blessedness was in obeying that. Woe for him
when, were it on the hest of the clearest necessity, rebellion,
disloyal isolation, and mere I will, becomes his rule!”
— Thomas Carlyle.

Democracy’s a damned nuisance,
my votes’s straight-up no confidence;
the riffraff and the menials
should leave it up to us nobles;
aristocrats, we’ll make the law
and you peasants may thank us all;
affairs of state are too high-toned
for low-bred vassals drunk and stoned;
why bother with democracy
if you can’t vote yourself money?;
the average chuff’s illiterate,
he’d hurt himself with a ballot;
the bourgeoisie controls their thoughts,
I’d rather a Court drawn by lots;
the Fourth Estate has grown too large,
let’s keep the idle rich in charge;
it matters not who’s elected,
just keep the taxes collected;
the commoners’ place is just to
support the royal revenue;
what’s this? complaints from starving hordes?
they’re lucky they’ve a House of Lords;
I ask you how low can they stoop
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to call the King a nincompoop?;
sure, sovereigns make a few boo-boos
but aren’t those famines now old news?;
these knaves who want equality
deserve naught but the pillory;
muck-rakers’ heads should be on blocks,
utopia’s a scurvy pox;
who needs their tedious “fair play,”
they’d end up despots anyway;
it’s “liberty!” ‘til they prevail
then they’ll, too, oppress the canaille;
we’ll not have mobs or street dissent,
their politics are feculent;
who cares what the great unwashed likes,
it’s their or our heads up on pikes;
democracy’s a damned nuisance,
suffrage, an inconvenience;
down with these lib’ral acolytes
and up their arse with human rights!
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Norm and the Thing
By Russ Bickerstaff

Norm was on his way out to work when he caught
something out of the corner of his eye. It was there for a
moment. Then he forgot about it. Norm was always catching
things out of the corner of his eye that he didn’t completely
process. You know why? It’s because Norm is like all of us.
And so let’s just sort of assume that Norm is all of us in a
sense. And so Norm is on his way out to work and he spots
this thing that he doesn’t completely foveate on, so he forgets
about it. Just completely loses it.
Then he’s off to work and he’s doing all those things
that he’s doing at work because we’re all doing these things at
work over the course of a day or a night or a week or a
lifetime or whatever. And Norm is there for a day or a week
or a lifetime or whatever and then he heads home. and on his
way back, he catches the same thing that he saw on his way
out to work, only now his eyes happen to be following a
piece of litter or whatever and his eyes happen to cross paths
with this thing directly. For a brief, shining moment he is
actually foveating on this thing and he’s actually remembering
that he saw it before on his way out to work.
Norm is looking at this thing and trying to figure out
what to make of it and he’s glancing around at other people
on their way out to and back from work and everything and
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just they’re failing to see it just like he did earlier that day.
And he begins to wonder how long this thing’s been there
because maybe it’s always been there and it just happened to
be this strange piece of litter that even caused him to even
spot the thing in the center of his field of vision and now he’s
really seeing it for the first time.
Only thing is: he doesn’t know how to react to the fact
that it’s there. He might have seen this thing every single day
of his life, but he’s only just become consciously aware of it
now and he doesn’t know what to do about it. So rather than
try to interact with it in any meaningful, way he does what we
all do: he lets the path that he’s worn into his routine dictate
what he does. He was heading home before he saw it and
now he’s heading home after he’s seen it. It’s not earth
shattering or life changing or anything, but it does roll through
his mind for long enough to give him idle thoughts and
strange dreams that give him pause for thought first thing the
next morning. Then the alarm goes off and he’s right back
into the path of his routine.
The path of routine leads Norm out to work. This time
on his way out to work, Norm makes a point of leaving for
work early enough so that he’ll have some time to really look
at this thing he only just realized that he had seen for he first
time the previous day. His heart leapt in his chest as he
approached the block on which he had seen it the previous
day. Sure enough, it was still there, but it had changed a bit. It
was slightly larger and more stable than it had been the
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previous day. It seemed a bit more welcoming than it had
before. It seemed a bit more comfortable a space. He settled
into it and tried to relate to it. He didn’t, of course, but he
tried to and that was the important thing.
The gravity of the day pulled Norm back out to his
workplace, where he proceeded to get lost in various
elements of work. Over the course of the day or the week or
the month or the lifetime or whatever, he found himself
occasionally casting a thought or two in the general direction
of the thing he had spent some time with on his way out to
work. And so naturally he was going to leave work just a little
early to spend some more time with it on the way back home.
He was skipping along towards the thing quite oblivious
to any thoughts of home. There were various thing that he
had wanted to do to relate to the thing and he wanted to
make sure that he was able to do so. Little did he expect that
there would be others there relating to the thing as well. . .
those that were property of it in a way: it turned out to be a
door with other people living on the other side of it.
Naturally, Norm was a little uncomfortable with this at first,
but at least he had some more concrete understanding of
what it was and what he would be doing in relation to it. Now
he had a face to put on it and people to directly interact with.
He talked to them. They talked to Norm. Everyone said
good-bye to everyone and he skipped back to his home to
relax before falling asleep.
The next morning, Norm rushed out to say hello to the
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thing and the people who lived beyond it. They had invited
hime back beyond it for dinner or whatever later that night.
He would have felt rude turning them down, so he accepted
their invitation to dinner or whatever. He found it a little
difficult to focus on much of anything what with him
wondering what he would find on the other side of the thing
that he had been invited to.
Norm got off of work even a little bit earlier than he had
the previous day. He rushed along to the thing. They
welcomed Norm through the thing and into the world on the
other side. He’s never been heard from since, but there’s a
good chance that he’s gotten so lost in his life on the other
side that he’s entirely forgotten about the thing in the first
place. At some point, a chance bit of litter might cause him to
suddenly see it there again for the first time on his way to
work on the other side. Maybe he’ll wonder what it is. And
maybe he’ll slow down and stop to look at it again.
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